We propose a model to select the optimal portfolio which underlies insurance policies with guarantee. The objective function is defined in order to minimize the conditional VaR of the distribution of the losses respect to a target return. We add operational and regulatory constraints to make the model as flexible as possible when used for real applications. We show that the integration of the asset and liability side yields superior performances respect to naive fixed-mix portfolios and asset based strategies. We validate the model on out-of-sample scenarios and provide insights on policy design.
Introduction
In the last years we have witnessed wild fluctuations of the financial markets due to external events (twin towers effect, Iraq war) and internal events (speculative bubbles, bankruptcies in the US and European market). Many investors frightened by these unforeseen facts have withdrawn their capitals from the perils of naked positions and accustomed towards more protected ones.
The need for safe investments has seen the flourish of financial products which promise a baseline minimum return in the case of negative performances of the underline assets and, at the same time, allow the investor to partecipate in the returns of a portfolio with high equity content.
Such products are inherited from the insurance industry where policies with minimum guarantee have gained the favor of householders interested not only in a health insurance.
However, minimum guarantee product must be handled carefully. As seen in the case "Equitable Life vs Hyman", the insurance company had to close its funds after suffering substantial losses due to a decision of the House of Lords in interpreting negatively the discretion with which Equitable had structured the bonus to the policyholders.
The literature in this field has mainly focused on pricing the minimum guarantee option which is embedded in the policy contract (see, Grosen and Jørgensen, 2000; Bacinello, 2001 Bacinello, , 2003 Miltersen and Persson, 1999) . Giraldi et al. investigate the same aspect but put more emphasis on the operational constraints faced by the insurance company when pricing such instruments.
An integrative approach was laid for the first time by Cariño and Ziemba (1998) in their model developed for the Japanese insurance firm Yasuda Kasai. This new strand of literature has been followed by other examples (see, Mulvey and Thorlacius, 1998; Consigli and Dempster, 1998; Høyland, 1998) which basically aim to a global formulation of the asset and liability structure of a firm and try to maximize some criterion in order to determine the best mix of decision variables. The models obtained are quite flexible and easily manage operational constraints such as, institutional restrictions, transaction costs and other limitations on the asset and liability composition.
However, a global formulation suffers a drawback of empirical content when we observe that insurance products are equipped with hidden optionalities which makes their behaviour highly nonlinear. For example, a special feature of minimum guarantee policies is that the liability is lifted every time a bonus is paid and the minimum guarantee applies to the increased liability: what is given can not be taken away.
Recently, Zenios (2001, 2005) proposed a model for italian insurance policies which attempts to conjugate the power of asset & liability management and the need of taking into account the effects of minimum guarantee bonuses. The same approach is proposed in Zenios (2002, 2003) where the model is extended to a specific class of insurance products with a bonus mechanism adopted in United Kingdom.
One of the issues which motivate this paper is the introduction of an objective functions which relies on more realistic assumptions. Behavioural studies in finance has yielded evidences that investors suffer of the so-called myopic risk aversion. In other words, investors penalize more negative deviations from a given target than positive ones (Kahnemann and Tversky, 1979). A portfolio model which weights differently upside from downside deviations is in . Further development can be found in Dembo and Mausser (2000) where they determine a put-call objective function with strike price given by the benchmark return. Lately, greater interest has been devoted to the optimization of Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR). According to the axioms given in Artzner et al., CVaR is a coherent measure of risk, and Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000) show that, under certain mild hypotheses, minimization of CVaR can be handled through algorithms to optimize smooth functions.
In Consiglio et al. ( , 2002 regulatory and solvency constraints are not embedded in the model and they are checked in a post-optimality phase. The reason is mainly technical. Explicit inequalities add nonlinear constraints to the programming model and their number grows with the number of scenarios used to deal with uncertainty. In this paper we will introduce such constraints directly in the programming model and show their effect on the performance of the policy.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we define the dynamic equations which describe the base model, the operational constraints imposed by regulators and by solvency requirements, and a CVaR objective function. In section 3 we report the mathematical programming model and in section 4 analyzes the features of the model and discuss the results obtained with multipurpose optimization packages.
Modelling issues
The base model is made up by a set of constraints which define the dynamics of three accounts. They are: (i) a liability account that grows according to the contractual guaranteed rate and bonus provision, (ii) an asset account that grows according to the portfolio returns, net any payments due to death or policy surrenders, and (iii) an equity account that keeps track of the funds needed to cover shortfalls of the portfolio return against the guarantee .
These three accounts are time dependent and evolve over a given time horizon. The uncertainty of the parameters which enter in the model are captured by means of a set of discrete scenarios. All portfolio decisions are made at t = 0.
The multi-period dynamics of these accounts are conditioned on discrete scenarios of realized asset returns and the composition of the asset portfolio.
At maturity the difference between the asset and the liability accounts is the surplus realized by the firm after it has fulfilled its contractual obligations. In the policies considered here this surplus remains with the shareholders. This surplus is a random variable and the minimization of the CVaR of an appropriate loss function is an eligible target for the managers of the policy.
Notation
We let Ω denote the index set of scenarios l = 1, 2, . . . N , U the universe of available asset instruments, and t = 1, 2, . . . , T, discrete points in time from today (t = 0) until maturity T . The data of the problem are as follows:
, rate of return of asset i during the period t − 1 to t in scenario l. r l f t , risk free rate during the period t − 1 to t in scenario l.
g , minimum guaranteed rate of return.
α, participation rate indicating the percentage of portfolio return paid to policyholders.
ρ, regulatory equity to debt ratio. Λ l t , probability of abandon of the policy due to lapse or death at period t in scenario l.
The variables of the model are defined as follows:
x i , percentage of initial capital invested in the ith asset. 
Definition constraints
We invest the premium collected (L 0 ) and the equity required by the regula-
is allocated to assets in proportion x i such that i∈U x i = 1, and the dynamics of the portfolio return are given by
it , for t = 1, 2, . . . T, and for all l ∈ Ω.
The investment variables are nonnegative so that short sales are not allowed. At each point in time and for each scenario, the return of the policy is given by, max αR l P t , g , for t = 1, 2, . . . T, and for all l ∈ Ω,
Note that, the max operator introduces a discontinuity in the model. To circumvent this difficulty we introduce variables y +l t and y −l t to measure the portfolio excess return over the guaranteed rate, and the shortfall below the guarantee, respectively. They satisfy 
Liability constraint
Liabilities will grow at a rate which is at least equal to the guarantee. Excess returns over g are returned to the policyholders according to the participation rate α. The dynamics of the liability account are given by
. . T, and for all l ∈ Ω. (5) Any excess return, y +l t , is added to the liabilities and the guarantee applies to the lifted liabilities.
Equity constraint
In the base model shortfalls are funded through equity. We assume that equity is reinvested at the risk-free rate and is returned to the shareholders at the end of the planning horizon. The dynamics of the equity are given by
At maturity the shareholders will get the equity reinvested at the risk free rate plus any dividend left after the liability is paid to the policyholders. To this matter, the final equity, E l T , is the lower bound reward for the shareholders. The optimal choice of the initial portfolio must yield a final dividend, A l T −L l T , greater than the final equity. To the contrary, the equity investment would yield a rate which is less or equal to the risk free. Such portfolios are penalized by the optimization process.
Asset constraint
The asset dynamics have to take into account the cash infusion that funds shortfalls, z l t , and the outflows due to actuarial events y l At . In particular, at each period the insurance company makes payments due to policyholders abandoning their policies because of death or lapse. Payments are equal to the value of the liability times the probability of abandonment, i.e., 
Whenever the portfolio return is below the guaranteed rate we need to infuse cash into the asset portfolio in order to meet the final liabilities. The shortfall account is modelled by the dynamics
The asset dynamics is therefore given by,
At , for t = 1, 2, . . . T, and for all l ∈ Ω. (9)
Operational constraints
We introduce operational constraints in order to incorporate in the model technical considerations about asset allocation, equity infusion, limitations, and requirements of the regulators on such products. Limitations on the asset allocation can be easily added imposing box constraints on the decision variables
Note that, short sales are not allowed which implicitly means that x L i = 0. Box constraints are easy to handle and do not imply any technical problem for the solution algorithm.
In , the equity infused is not bounded from the above, although the optimization model will penalize asset allocations which yield high equity values. An upper bound for the equity level is usually required by the managers to be sure that the optimal policy is not too demanding for shareholders and thus rejected as unrealistic. Such constraints are simply given by,
U , for t = 1, 2, . . . T, and for all l ∈ Ω.
Regulatory board compels insurance companies to maintain a certain ratio between equity and liability for all the life of the specific product. It is therefore necessary that,
Note that, at time t = 0 the amount of equity is fixed to the minimum requirements, i.e., E 0 = ρL 0 . In Consiglio et al. ( , 2003 , constraints (11) and (12) are not explicitly introduced but only checked in a post-optimality phase. Keeping fixed the asset allocation, they deal with the probability of insolvency through a simulation analysis which determines choices of the debt structure (combination of additional equity and short or long debt) and charges to the policyholders.
This approach is sub-optimal but it has the advantage of saving the mathematical structure of the programming model. Indeed, unlike the three account equations described above, whose values are needed only at the ending period, equations (11) and (12) must be satisfied at each time step t = 1, 2, . . . T , thus requiring equity and liability levels in each period.
From a technical point of view, this turns to adding a set of nonlinear constraints for each period and for each scenario. Although such nonlinearities have not a complex mathematical form per se, the "curse of dimensionality" arises when we consider a realistic number of scenarios and time steps. With hundreds of scenarios and five-ten years horizon, the nonlinearly constrained programming model becomes unstable and tailored algorithms are needed to determine the optimal solution (which, however, it is not guaranteed to be a global optimum).
Objective function
In this paper we will privilege the objective of the shareholders who aim at improving the performance of their investments. Alternative views can be considered, as in Consiglio et al. (2003) . The performance measure will rely on quantities whose realization is scenario dependant and mature at the end of the horizon. In detail, at the end of the planning period the value of the assets worth A l T , under each scenario. With this amount the insurance company has to liquidate its liability towards the policyholders (L l T ), and refund the shareholders of the capital (E l T ) infused to cover shortfalls under the minimum guarantee. Note that E l T is evaluated at the risk free rate (see eqn. 6 ). The reward of the shareholders, under each scenario, is thus given by,
The ROE l must be calculated not only on the upfront investment (E 0 = ρL 0 ), but on the whole equity infused, so we have that,
In terms of excess ROE, we can write
Managers, announcing their strategies, usually illustrates their future achievements in terms of annual target returns. Their performance is thus measured with respect to the deviations from this target. At their turn, shareholders will make and review their decisions on keeping or dropping quotas of the company according to the adherence of the current performance to the announced target.
In selecting the portfolio, it is then opportune to choose those asset allocations which guarantee a minimum deviation from the target. Since θ l is scenario dependant, such decision must take into account of the probability distribution of the excess ROE.
In Consiglio et al. (2001) and (2003) the objective function maximizes the certainty equivalent of the utility of the excess ROE. The utility function is assumed to be logarithmic. The choice of an appropriate utility function is a controversial issue and in many cases this aspect is left open to an array of options (see Consiglio et al., 2003) .
On the contrary, target based performance measures are much more intuitive and allow easier interpretations from the managers. If we denote with Θ the target excess ROE, we can define with,
the loss with respect to the given target, for each scenario l ∈ Ω. We can imagine D l as a realization of a sample drawn from the probability distribution of the losses. Each D l depends on the portfolio selected at time t = 0 and an eligible objective for the managers would be that of minimizing the conditional VaR of the losses sample distribution.
Similar objective functions can be found in Consiglio and Zenios (2001), where a mean absolute deviation model with infinity penalty on negative downsides is used to track the index of international government bonds, or, in Dembo and Rosen (1999) where they define the regret as the portfolio underperformance with respect to a fixed target and use its expectation for portfolio selection models. An interesting analysis on the relationship between CVaR and regret models can be found in Testuri and Uryasev (2003) . They showed, also numerically, that both approaches yield the same portfolios for suitable values of the target and confidence level.
Given the loss function D l , the CVaR of the sample distribution is approximated by,
where β is the confidence level, ξ is the VaR, and [·] + denotes the positive part of its operand.
The mathematical programming model
We can now assemble the set of equations defined in the previous section and, after trivial substitutions, we obtain the following mathematical pro-gramming model,
s.t.
t , for t = 1, 2, . . . T , and for all l ∈ Ω (20)
and for all l ∈ Ω (21)
and for all l ∈ Ω (22)
and for all l ∈ Ω (23)
and for all l ∈ Ω (24)
We outline here some key points of the model (18)- (27): 1. The original formulation of the objective function (see eqn. 17) has been modified by adding the set of constraints (25) and by carrying the minimization over the sum of the positive dummy variables S l . We operate in this way in order to avoid the discontinuity of the first derivative of the term D l − ξ + . Although this implies the increment of the number of nonlinear inequalities, smooth nonlinear models are easier to handle, especially when the dimensionality plays a crucial role in the convergence of the solution process.
2. We condensed in the set of inequalities (24) the regulatory requirements and the operational constraints on the equity. Note that, caution must be made in setting the upper bound of the equity variables. In fact, since the lower bound cannot be determined a priori, because it depends on the endogenous variables L l t , we run the risk of infeasible problems when it happens that ρL l t ≥ E U . To this purpose, we first set the upper bound E U to a large value and then try to tightening it gradually until an infeasible problem is encountered.
3. The number of variables and constraints of the model (18)- (27) depends on the number of scenarios drawn from the multivariate distribution of the asset classes returns. In particular, we have that the number of variables amounts to m = |U| + 6 · N + 5 · T , while the number of general constraints (not including bounds on the variables) amounts to n = 7 · N + 6 · T + 1. We obtain that, for a number of scenarios ranging from 100 to 500, m + n ranges from 1200 to 7000, thus classifying the model as a large scale one.
Model analysis
The aim of this section is to show that the model proposed can assist managers in designing line of businesses which appears to be very complex when seen from an integrative perspective. In this respect, simulation models which synthesize the dynamics of assets, liabilities and equities are of common use in the insurance industry (see Siglienti, 2000 and Giraldi et al., 2003) . In our formulation, we take a step further by letting the strategic choice to be an endogenous variable of the model, so that simulation and optimization are coalesced in an unique phase.
The asset classes considered in our study are 23 stock indexes of the Milano Stock Exchange, and three Salomon Brother indexes of the Italian Government bonds. We employ a simple approach for generating scenarios using only the available data without any mathematical modelling, by bootstrapping a set of historical records. Each scenario is a sample of returns of the assets obtained by sampling returns that were observed in the past. Dates from the available historical records are selected randomly, and for each date in the sample we read the returns of all assets classes realized during the previous month. These samples are scenarios of monthly returns. To generate scenarios of returns for a long horizon-say 10 years-we sampleorder to take into account of the serial dependence of the returns, we use a block sampling scheme where each block has length 12 months (see Efron and Tibshirani, 1998) Additional scenarios could also be included, although methods for generating them should be specified. Model-based scenario generation methods for asset returns are popular in the insurance industry-e.g., the Wilkie (1995) model-and could be readily incorporated into the scenario optimization model. Alternatively, one could use expert opinion or "scenario proxies" as discussed in .
In general, a large number of scenarios is needed in order to get a reliable representation of the probability distribution of the underlying financial factors. However, the larger is the number of scenarios, the more likely is that the model incurs in numerical instability and deliver an infeasible solution. For practical applications, variance reduction and importance sampling methods can significatively lessen the number of instances to be sampled. In our experiments we run the model over set of scenarios with size 500, 1000 and 2000. The model was implemented in the algebraic modelling language GAMS of Brooke, Kendrick and Meeraus (1992).
The scenarios were bootstrapped from monthly records of the ten year period starting in Jan. 1993 and ending in Feb. 2004. The monthly returns are compounded to yearly returns. The probability that a policyholder abandons the policy is P rob(death) + P rob(lapse). In our experiments we set lapse probabilities to zero and use probabilities of death from the Italian mortality tables.
We consider an initial liability L 0 = 1 for a contract with participation rate α = 85%. The model is tested for guarantee rates, g, and and equity to liability ratios, ρ, ranging from 1% to 10%.
A deeper analysis of a similar model can be found in Consiglio et al. (2005) . In this paper we focus our attention on out-of-sample tests in order to assess (i) the gain in making a choice which takes into account assets and liabilities, and (ii) the impact of the different constraints added.
To this purpose we split the sample data in two parts. The first part includes data from Jan. 1993 to Jan. 2001, and it will be used to select the optimal asset allocation. The second part includes data from Feb. 2001 until Feb. 2004 . From the latter, we bootstrap a wide sample of scenarios and simulate the optimal portfolios. Note that the out-of-sample scenarios include the twin tower shock, while the portfolio is optimized on a sample of scenarios previous to this catastrophic event.
The effect of integration
To test the effect of integration, we first solve model (18)-(27) for g = 3%, ρ = 4%, and Θ = 1.6289 which corresponds to a 5% per year. We simulate the portfolio over a set of 5000 scenarios, Ω * , drawn from the out-of-sample data set. For each scenario, the dynamics of the asset, liability and equity is used in order to evaluate A l T , L l T and E l T . We then calculate the returns on equity, ROE l , and losses, D l , for each l ∈ Ω * . Finally, we order the losses and compute the VaR at 5% and the expected ROE.
When sophisticated mathematical models are used it is customary to question whether a more naive approach could perform equally well. We thus compare the performance of the optimal portfolio with a set of 100 portfolios randomly drawn from the simplex i∈U x i = 1.
To assess the effect of integrating the asset and liability dynamics in the decision process, we compare our model performance with those obtained by solving a CVaR model based on the dynamics of the asset side only. In particular, we maximize the expected return of the portfolio of assets, while imposing limits on the CVaR of the losses. The latter are measured as the deviation of the final value of the asset account and the target return, under each scenario l ∈ Ω.
In Figure 1 we show the performances of the selected portfolios. As it can be noted, the optimal portfolio (square) which integrates asset and liability performs better than portfolios solely based on the asset returns (triangle). The latter are obtained by varying the limits on the CVaR of the losses. The sole portfolio which is not dominated by our model corresponds to that with lowest CVaR. However, observe that no other portfolio yields a lower VaR.
Finally, the optimal portfolio is much more reliable than randomly selected portfolios (diamonds). We here remark that the performances reported in Figure 1 are based on out-of-sample scenarios.
The effect of regulatory and equity constraints
We follow the same procedure seen above to test the impact of regulatory and equity constraint on the out-of-sample performances of the optimal assetliability portfolios. In Figure 2 we display the performances in terms of VaR and expected ROE for different level of the minimum guarantee and equity ratio. As expected, high values of ρ (very demanding regulatory requirements) deteriorate the performance of the optimal portfolios. Moreover, such effect is more penalizing for policies with high guarantee rates.
We also test the impact of limits on the amount of equity infused by the shareholders. As seen in section 2.2.2, the equity account monitors the 
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Figure 2: The effect of regulatory constraint. The higher is the regulatory parameter, ρ, the higher is the deterioration of the portfolio performances. Such effect is more penalizing for policies with high guarantee rates. amount of equity to back shortfalls below the minimum guarantee. From an operational point of view, it is important to investigate the performances of the optimal portfolios when the amount of equity is bounded from the above. To this purpose, given a set of scenarios, guarantee rate and equity ratio, we determine the lowest equity bound, E * U , such that model (18)-(27) delivers a feasible solution. We then solve the same model for increasing levels of the equity upper bound, say E U = E * U + 0.25. The results are shown in Figure 3 . By setting ρ = 4%, we display the performances of the asset-liability portfolios for different g and E U Note that for low level of the guarantee rate (g = 1%), the effect of the bound on the equity is negligible. This is because the shortfalls below the minimum guarantee are smaller and thus no much equity is needed. As the guarantee rate increases, a marginal change in the equity bound leads to significative changes in the performance of the portfolio. Indeed, for g = 5%, a change of 0.25 unit on the equity bound increases the expected ROE of 0.32 unit and reduces the VaR of 0.12 unit. Also note that for g = 3% the marginal gain is smaller and higher levels of the equity bound yield little or no gain.
The tradeoff shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 can be used in the design phase of a policy. For example, a very demanding regulatory environment should suggest policies with lower guarantee rate. This result can also help regulators to understand the impact of their choices on the overall insurance industry and effectively tune their requirements.
Conclusions
We developed a model to manage insurance products with guarantee. The model is quite general to be easily extended to the wider class of products where a baseline return is contractually returned to the investors. The portfolio selected is endogenously determined via a scenario optimization model. The latter is flexible enough to embed operational and regulatory constraints. We provided empirical results on out-of-sample scenarios and highlighted how the model can be used to design policies and help regulators to set their requirements.
